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Experimental interference modelling of the effects of colouring of a beam traversing a light-scattering medium is presented. It is shown
that the result of colouring of the beam at the output of the medium depends on the magnitudes of the phase delays of the singly forward
scattered partial signals. The colouring mechanism has for the first time experimentally been illustrated for a forward propagating beam
through a light-scattering medium. This is showed in video-fragments of the interferograms recorded within the zero interference fringe
with a gradual change of the path difference of the interfering polychromatic wave trains. Spectral investigation of the effects of colouring
has been carried out using a solution of liquid crystal in a polymer matrix. The amplitude ratio of the non-scattered and the singly forward
scattered interfering components significantly affects the colour intensity. It has further been established that the spectral content of the
illuminating beam strongly influences the colour of the resulting radiation. [DOI: 10.2971/jeos.2008.08029]
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1 INTRODUCTION
Application of ideas and approaches from coherent singular
optics for study of polychromatic incoherent fields allows us
to predict, diagnose and investigate the amplitude singulari-
ties of the spectral components of such a field and the asso-
ciated spectral anomalies caused by these singularities [1]-[5].
New approaches have been proposed and implemented for
the diagnostics of spatially distributed singularities in poly-
chromatic speckle fields after passing crystals etc. [6]-[9]. In
parallel, with some delay, spectral anomalies resulting from
coaxial interference in white light due to temporal correlation
has become the subject of intense studies [4, 10, 11].
Revived interest in the study of spectral anomalies under
coaxial interference in white light due to temporal correlation
is caused by introduction of concepts from coherent singular
optics in the area of incoherent polychromatic fields, as well
as by the new feasibilities for application of incoherent white
light for creation of micromanipulators, optical tweezers etc.
To the best of our knowledge, the interference colouring of
the sun and the moon observed through a light-scattering
medium and described in the 19th and the 20th centuries
[12, 13] are the forerunners in the historical chain of anoma-
lous spectral phenomena. Later, the same effects of colouring
of the image of a lamp filament observed through a grinded
plate have been observed and described in [14]. In recent pa-
pers devoted to this topic [10, 11], variations in explaining the
interference, the singular-optical origin of this phenomenon
have been proposed. In a recent paper [4] the spectral anoma-
lies observed with a setup based on interference with tempo-
ral correlation in white light have been described.
Nevertheless, there is until now no unified approach to the
description of these phenomena, though their nature solely
relies on optical interference. An experimental model of the
mentioned colouring phenomena including a study of possi-
ble manifestations would be a constructive step towards solv-
ing this problem.
2 THE APPROACH
It is known that themechanism of colouring of a beam passing
a light-scattering medium, irrespectively of the nature of this
medium, can be divided into several steps:
1. division of the illuminating beam into two components,
i.e. an unperturbed field and a singly forward scattered
field with some phase delay;
2. interference of non-scattered with the forward scattered
part of the radiation, when the zero interference fringe is
observed in the resulting field;
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3. colouring of the resulting radiation due to subtracting
from the spectrum of the illuminating beam the spectral
component for which the average phase difference of the
interfering beams is close to pi + 2npi.
The phase delays of the scattered partial beams are due to the
nature and structure of the light-scattering medium and can
be caused either by re-radiation from small light-scattering
particles or by difference of the refractive index of larger par-
ticles from the refractive index of the surrounding medium
[12, 13]. In case of a grinded glass, the reason for phase delays
are mechanisms similar to the ones observed in anti-reflecting
optical coatings [11]. One can assume that the colouring of
the resulting beam will depend on the spectral content of the
illuminating beam, on the phase delay in the forward scat-
tered radiation, as well as on the amplitude ratio of the regular
and forward-scattered beams. Unsurprisingly, the intensity of
the background caused by the part of radiation that has ex-
perienced multiple scattering and is detected by the receiver
within the analyzed beam strongly influences the colouring
efficiency, i.e. the spectral modulation depth.
Within the framework of the considered approach, the simple
way for study of spectral colouring of the forward scattered
radiation consists in interfering coaxially propagatedwaves in
a Michelson interferometer following the technique described
in a previous article [15]. It is important that the chosen ex-
perimental arrangement enables us to model situations with
gradually changed phase delays for various amplitude ratios
and spectral contents of the radiation.
3 EXPERIMENT
The study is carried out using the Michelson’s interferometer
shown in Figure 1. An incoherent source provides the radia-
tion, S. To form the desired wavelength spectrum, we use a set
of certified filters. In the interferometer, a polychromatic field
formed by a micro-objective is mixed with a polychromatic
reference field. Radiation from the source S is projected onto
the 20 µm - diameter diaphragm, D, positioned at the focus
of the objective O3 (focal length 200 mm) by the objectives O1
and O2. In this way, we form a white-light beamwith a degree
of spatial (transverse) coherence of 95%. The beam-splitter BS
divides the incident beam into a reference and an object beam.
The mirror M2 with the micro-objective MO2 is shifted along
the direction of propagation of the beam, facilitating a con-
trolled change in the optical path delay in the interferometer.
An optical phase difference (within a wavelength) is provided
by a piezo-ceramic translator, PC, mounted with a mirror M2.
By moving one of the mirrors along the direction of propaga-
tion of the beam, one can detect the resulting field and record
video sequences using a CCD-camera.
The experimental results obtained with coaxial interference of
the two fields of equal amplitudes, when a lamp S, whose
spectrum is shown in Figure 2(a), is used as the radiation
source. The results are presented as the fragment of the film
(Figure 2(c)) illustrating the effects of colouring by changing
the phase difference of the interfering beams within the co-
herence length of the radiation. To have a notion on the mag-
FIG. 1 Experimental arrangement: S –source; O1, O2, O3 and O4 – objectives; M1, M2
– mirrors; D – diaphragm; BS – beam-splitter; MO1 and MO2 – micro-objectives; PC –
piezo-ceramics.
nitude of path difference between the waves corresponding
to some colour in the resulting pattern at the zero interfer-
ence fringe, one can consider interferograms obtained with
the same beams but converging at an angle different from zero
(Figure 2(b)). The extent of an interference pattern here corre-
sponds to the path difference that is equal to the coherence
length (length of wave train). A priory estimating the coher-
ence length, one can also find the path difference between the
waves corresponding to some colour in the case of co-axial in-
terference. In other words, the obtained video-fragments can
be digitized both in temporal scale and in magnitudes of path
difference of interfering waves. This facilitates a visual esti-
mation of the colour range of the fringes, based on the spec-
trum of the used radiation. As a matter of fact, interference of
two plane waves of equal amplitudes converging at a small
angle provides a gradual change of the phase difference be-
tween the components at the observation plane. This results
in a spatial separation of the amplitude zeroes in the interfer-
ence distributions of the corresponding spectral components.
Actually, different harmonic interference distributions of the
resulting amplitude when passing through amplitude zeroes
and by changing the phase by pi gives rise to different spec-
tral components. Thus, each of these distributions is shifted
with respect to the distributions for the other components. As
a result, the chain of spatially separated vortices (phase sin-
gularities) of the spectral components is obtained in analogy
with the results obtained for polychromatic speckle fields at
the focusing zones of such fields [1, 2, 7]. One can investigate
the amplitude zeroes in the obtained distributions using one
of the techniques described in [6]-[8] or visually, as it is made
in [2] by estimation of the colour gamut (spectral content) of
the used radiation. These feasibilities appear due to the spa-
tial separation for both the amplitude zeroes and maxima of
the spectral components. One observes the presence of pro-
nounced “red” and “blue” shifts in the resulting radiation,
which is in accordance with previous results [16, 17] and in
accordance with a recent experimental study [4]. At the same
time, one notices the presence of intense green colouring due
to the anomalies in the spectrum of the resulting beam, though
the cause for the presence of green is quite obvious. As a mat-
ter of fact, for some relative longitudinal shift of the path dif-
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FIG. 2 (a) Spectral content of the used radiation sources. (b) Interferograms obtained
with parallel beams in the situation when the angle of convergence of the two waves
is different from zero. The presented distributions of fringes qualitatively characterize
the spectral content of the interfering beams. The set of colours in the fringes corre-
sponds to the set of colours in a video (Figure 2(c)) and to the spectrum of the used
radiation. (c) Video showing the interference pattern when the optical path difference
is comparable with the length of the wave train. The limits of the relative longitudinal
scanning of the wave trains are comparable with their lengths. (videosize: 3.9 MB,
format: mov, see Fig2c.mov).
ference, violet and red components may be extinguished by
simultaneous destructive interference. This is so, while the
spectral component of the red domain undergoes a phase dif-
ference of pi (for an optical path difference of λ/2 ), and the
spectral component of the violet domain undergoes a phase
difference of 3pi (for an optical path difference of 3λ/2). As a
matter of fact, the intensity distribution of the spectral compo-
nent of the used source is not uniform. The intensity maxima
are in the central and far parts of the spectrum. That is why,
green colouring is pronounced when violet and red spectral
components are simultaneously extinguished due to interfer-
ence. Generally speaking, the intensity of colouring is deter-
mined by the amplitude ratio of the interfering components
and by the intensity of the background.
The presented results support the fact that for non-equality
of the amplitudes of the interfering spectral components, the
intensity of colouring of the resulting radiation decreases con-
siderably. This is seen from analyzing the colours of the result-
ing beam for large relative shifts comparable with the length
of the interfering wave trains. The same results have been ob-
tained for small relative longitudinal shifts of the wave trains,
when their amplitudes were essentially different. These facts
explain why previous results in the study of the colouring of
radiation transmitted through grinded glasses with different
degree of roughness were not reported early [10]. Green-to-
turquoise colouring of the resulting beam could only be di-
agnosed visually. In principle, the limits of colouring of the
resulting beam are determined by the ratio of the coherence
length of radiation and the path difference of the interfering
beams. Increasing of path difference of the interfering com-
ponents will decrease the half-width of the spectrum of the
components, which are interferentionally subtracted from the
spectrum of the illuminating beam. Complete disappearance
of the colouring effect appears when the relative delay exceeds
the coherence length. Even in this case, interference subtrac-
tion from the spectrum of the illuminating beam of narrow
(in spectral sense) quasi-monochromatic components can take
place, but observation of this effect is impossible. As a matter
of fact, the train is formed by a set of monochromatic compo-
nents infinitely extended in time. It is natural to assume that
such components can interfere even for large relative delays
between non scattered and singly forward scattered signals.
However, the detection of such a spectral gap at some spectral
frequency is very hard or even impossible. The mechanism
of colouring here is inverse to the one realized in the Fabry-
Perot interferometer, where monochromatization of radiation
results from phase matching of short wave trains. To take ac-
count of such matching, a monochromatic wave is formed
from a relatively short wave train. In real situations, beside of
the mentioned factors, the instrumental factor also influences
the observed effect, such as resolving power, spectral sensitiv-
ity of detector etc.
We also studied the influence of variations of the dispersion
of phase delays in one of the interfering waves on the effec-
tiveness of colouring of the resulting beam. We estimated the
result of computer mixing of the colours with different inten-
sities obtained by interference for various phase shifts of the
interfering beams. It has been shown that an increase in the
dispersion of delays results in a decrease in colouring of the
resulting intensity. This result explains the experimental fact
that the effectiveness of colouring of a beam that has passed
a scattering medium is enhanced in case of a mono-disperse
ensemble of light-scattering particles. This clarifies why the
occurrences of a blue moon or a blue sun observed in nature
are so rare [12, 13].
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The effect of narrowing the spectrum of radiation used in the
experiment is illustrated in Figure 3(a) and in the interference
pattern shown in Figure 3(b). This leads to a decline of the
colour gamut at the interferometer output. These peculiari-
ties are illustrated by the fragments in Figure 3(c). One ob-
serves a clear shift of the gamut of the resulting colours at
(b)
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FIG. 3 (a) Spectral content of the used radiation sources. (b) Interferograms obtained
with parallel beams in the situation when the angle of convergence of the two waves is
different from zero. The presented distributions of fringes qualitatively characterize the
spectral content of the interfering beams. The set of colours in the fringes corresponds
to the set of colours in a video (Figure. 3(c)) and to the spectrum of the used radiation.
(c) The video starts when the optical path difference is comparable with the length of
the wave train. The limits of the relative longitudinal scanning of the wave trains are
comparable with their lengths. (videosize: 4.7 MB, format: mov, see Fig3c.mov).
the interferometer output into the blue-to-green domain, and
the colours corresponding to the long-wavelength domain in-
cluding red are considerably suppressed. These results are in
accordance with the spectrum of the used illuminating beam,
see Figure 3(a).
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FIG. 4 (a) Spectral content of the used radiation sources. (b) Interferograms obtained
with parallel beams in the situation when the angle of convergence of the two waves is
different from zero. The presented distributions of fringes qualitatively characterize the
spectral content of the interfering beams. The set of colours in the fringes corresponds
to the set of colours in a video (Figure 4(c)) and to the spectrum of the used radiation.
(c) The video starts when the optical path difference is comparable with the length of
the wave train. The limits of the relative longitudinal scanning of the wave trains are
comparable with their lengths. (videosize: 4.8 MB, format: mov, see Fig4c.mov).
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The effect of further narrowing of the spectrum is illustrated
in Figure. 4(a) and by the interference pattern obtained with
no coaxial beams (Figure. 4(b)). In practice, a dichromatic pat-
tern appears at the interferometer output, cf. the fragments of
the video (Figure. 4(c)), where one observes only two colours,
viz. blue and green. As a matter of fact, the spectrum of the
used radiation is characterized by the intensity maximum in
the blue-to-green domain, while the long-wavelength spectral
domain is considerably suppressed.
In the second step we have studied the effects of colouring
of the composite “liquid crystal – polymer matrix”. The sam-
ple of such composite permits us to study the effects of in-
terference colouring as a function of path difference between
the beams passing through polymer and liquid crystal as well
as a function of the intensity ratio of such beams. Changing
the path difference of the interfering beams was achieved by
changing a voltage applied to the cell. Such composites are
drops of a liquid crystal (LC) with sizes from 10 to 30 microm-
eters encapsulated in a polymer matrix (PM).We used a ne-
matic liquid crystalline mixture E7 from the company Merk
[18]. As a polymer matrix, we used photopolymer compos-
ite NOA65 (production of the Norland Company, USA) that
is sensitive to ultraviolet radiation. This polymer matrix was
developed for gluing optical elements [19]. NOA65 is widely
used together with LC E7 in composites such as LC-PM [20].
The weight parts of the polymer and the liquid crystal are 1:2.
The components are carefully mixed at a temperature of 20◦.
A drop of the mixture is placed between two glass plates cov-
ered with conducting ITO films. The thickness of the compos-
ite layer is 6 micrometers being controlled by spacers. The cell
is assembled with UV-curing glue. Figure 5 shows the area of
the studied sample with size 100x75 micrometers in crossed
polarisers, without voltage (a) and with applied altering volt-
age with frequency f = 2000 Hz (b). One can see from Fig-
ure 5 that the liquid crystalline phase forms disc-like isolated
drops whose thickness is controlled by the cell thickness. A
histogram of the drop size distribution is presented in Figure 6
  
  
(b)(a)
(d)(c)
FIG. 5 Microphotographs of the area of the studied sample of sizes 100× 75 microm-
eters in the crossed polarisers, without (a) applied voltage and with applied altering
voltage of frequency f = 2000 Hz: (b) 2 V, (c) 2.5 V, (d) 3 V.
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FIG. 6 Histogram of the drop size distribution.
Phase separation results in formation of an optically inhomo-
geneous medium which strongly scatters the light. The inten-
sity of the scattered light depends on the inhomogeneity of
the refractive index inside the liquid crystalline drops, differ-
ences in the refractive index between adjacent drops, as well
as in the boundaries of the LC and PM phases [21]. The in-
dex of refraction of the photopolymer NOA65 (np = 1.524)
is close to the ordinary refractive index of a liquid crystal E7
(n0 = 1.521). Birefringence of LC E7 is ∆n = 0.225. Gener-
ally, molecules in drops of liquid crystal are oriented in such a
manner that a radial or a bipolar structure is formed [21, 22].
For bipolar structure, a drop has an optical axis, while for ra-
dial structure an optical axis is absent. Bipolar drops without
applied voltage are oriented chaotically. In our case, drops are
flattened and orienting influence of substrates takes place. Ap-
plying an electrical current results in orientation of the optical
axes of bipolar drops and molecules of a liquid crystal in ra-
dial drops along the direction of the illuminating beam inci-
dence (we consider the case of normal incidence, cf. Figure 5).
Increasing the applied voltage results in equalizing the mag-
nitudes of the refraction indices of LC and PM and, hence,
in increasing the transmittance of the system. Decreasing the
voltage will increase the path difference between the compo-
nents passing the LC and PM in the forward direction, and
thus increase light scattering.
The experimental arrangement is shown in Figure 7. Radia-
tion from the incandescence lamp HL is concentrated at the
 
FIG. 7 Experimental arrangement: HL – radiation source, D1, D2, D3 – diaphragms, O1,
O2, O3 – objectives, F – spectral filter, C – studied cell, M – monochromator, PD –
photodetector, ADC – analogue-to-digital converter, PC – computer, PS –power supply.
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diaphragm D1 using a collimator O1. The objective O2 forms
a parallel beam. The diameter of the diaphragm (0.1 mm) and
the focal length of the objective (50 mm) provide a coherence
length in the transversal cross-section of the beam of approxi-
mately 150micrometers. Using the filter F, one forms radiation
with a desirable spectral content. A parallel beam passes the
studied cell C with the composite LC-PM and is focused by
O3 at the diaphragm D3 with diameter 0.1 mm. Such optical
system facilitates selection of the regular component of radi-
ation scattered by the composite. The spectrum of the regu-
lar component of radiation is measured using a monochroma-
tor M. The electrical signal of the photodetector PD through
the analogue-to-digital converter (ADC) is transferred to the
computer PC. One applies an alternating voltage to the stud-
ied cell from the generator PS. It must be emphasized that we
use unpolarized optical radiation. The spectrum is shown in
Figure 8. Partial beams passing drops of LC and PM pass dif-
ferent paths, and can be considered at far field as plane waves
with some phase difference. The far-field conditions are re-
alized using the spatial-frequency filter D1-O2-O3-D3, which
separates out the regular component of scattered radiation.
The spectra of radiation passing the cell LC-PM for different
applied voltages are shown in Figure 9. The strongest trans-
formation of the spectrum is observed for magnitudes of volt-
age 2–3.5 V. However, these transformations can not be pro-
nounced due to different intensities of the beams passing the
drops LC and PM. Therefore, one can not equalize these in-
tensities by proper choosing the concentration of the compo-
nents. The reason is that changing of applied voltage results in
redistribution between the cell transmittance and light scatter-
ing due to changing homogeneity of LC in drops and chang-
ing phase difference between the beams. This means that the
intensity ratio of the regular beams passed through the drops
of LC and PM changes. However, one can estimate the ratio
between the intensities of these beams by measuring of the
fraction of LC to PM and estimating the influence of the scat-
tered radiation, and computing the resulting spectrum of the
part of the regular component on which one of the compo-
nents predominates. The results of such processing of the data
of experimental measurements are represented in Figure 10.
Complete lightening of the cell LC-PM takes place at volt-
age 8 V (Figure 10(a)). For a voltage of 3.2 V one observes
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FIG. 8 Spectral characteristics of the illuminating beam.
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FIG. 9 Spectra of radiation passing the LC-PM cell for applied voltage 2 V, 2.5 V, 3 V.
a dip in the blue domain of the spectrum (Figure 10(b)). It
means that the path difference between two interfering com-
ponents provides opposite phases of the “blue” components.
Microscopic study of the cell LC-PM shows that for the volt-
age 3.2 V the corresponding path difference equals 690 nm.
From the condition of the opposite phases for the spectral
component 3λb/2 = 690 nm, one finds: λb = 460 nm. For
a decrease in the applied voltage, the path difference between
the interfering beams increases and one observe a shift of the
spectral gap from the blue domain to the red one, and re-
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
(g) (h)
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FIG. 10 The processed spectra of radiation passing the LC-PM cell for different applied
voltage: 8 V (a), 3.2 V (b), 3.0 V (c), 2.8 V (d), 2.4 V (e), 2.2 V (f), 2.0 V (g), 1.8 V (h).
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distribution of the heights of spectral maxima (Figure 10(c)-
(h)). In the last figure, Figure 10(h), one observes simultane-
ous minima for the red and the blue spectral components. In
this case, the condition of opposite phases for the red spec-
tral component is: 3λr/2 = 1020 nm, and for the blue com-
ponent is: 5λb/2 = 1020 nm. Thus, one finds the wavelengths
of the corresponding spectral components: λr = 680 nm, and
λb = 408 nm. In other words, one can see considerable nar-
rowing down of the half-width of the spectrum of the result-
ing radiation in comparison with the spectrum of the illumi-
nating beam. The origin of this narrowing is simply interfer-
ence.
4 CONCLUSIONS
We have illustrated the interference origin of the mechanisms
of colouring of radiation passing through a light-scattering
medium in the forward direction. It has been shown that the
colouring of the output beam from a light-scattering medium
depends on the magnitudes of the phase delays of singly scat-
tered forward partial signals. The amplitude ratio of non-
scattered and singly forward scattered interfering compo-
nents also significantly affects the colour intensity. It has been
established that the spectral content of the illuminating beam
strongly affects the colour of the resulting radiation. So, we
have for the first time shown the possibility for obtaining a
bright green colouring of the beam at the output of a light-
scattering medium, which is caused by simultaneous destruc-
tive interference of the components in the near- and the far-
wavelength domains of the visible spectrum of the used radi-
ation. All the mentioned effects show once more that the effect
of colouring of radiation passing through a light-scattering
medium, irrespectively from its nature (disperse media, sus-
pensions of particles in air, rough surfaces, hoar-frost at a win-
dow), is the result of interference, i.e. singular-optical subtrac-
tion of the spectral components from the spectrum of the illu-
minated beam.
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